FELLOW FILLING STATION FANATICS....

We recognize the Do-it-yourselfer by offering an extensive line of gas pump restoration parts. If you don't see the part you need, please call...we may be able to help. Our service extends beyond just selling parts. We are here to guide you through your restoration project, supplying only the highest quality parts at reasonable prices, and delivered on time.

The parts we offer in this catalog are used daily in our full time restoration shop. We can help you identify your pump, supply the correct parts, and even recommend color schemes and paint codes.

Sincerely,

Walt and Terry Koz
Past Gas Company

Ordering Information

WE ACCEPT Visa, Mastercard, Discover, check, cashier's check, and C.O.D. orders.

SHIPPING CHARGES will be calculated at time of shipping. It is not our intention to make money on shipping, but only to cover our costs. Florida residents add applicable state and county sales tax.

ALL PRICES are subject to change without notice.

PLEASE INSPECT your shipment upon receipt and report any loss or damage to us immediately.

RETURNS must be made within 30 days for full refund. Original invoice must accompany goods returned.

RESTORED PUMPS & PARTS are not for gasoline use. They are for display only.

NOTE we are not responsible for printing errors and human oversights!

Thank You for your business.
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Restoring the Past...for the Future
1. RESET CRANK univ..................$8
   for most pumps must be drilled
2. GLOBE MOUNTING RING...........$22
   unpainted steel or polished alum
3. HOSE GUARDS univ
   5/8” wide polished alum 24”.. $20pr.
4. PUMP NOZZLE OPW style.......$78
5. CAMLOCK w/keys..................$6.25
6. ¾” PUMP HOSE (display only)
   6’ w/brass ends. $23 Chrome...$36
   8’ w/brass ends $26 Chrome...$38
   10’ w/brass ends $29 Chrome...$40

1” Pump Hose - Brass ends only
   8’ Black $50.
   10’ Black $55.....White......... $75
7. UNIV. HOSE OUTLET COVER
   Fits Tokheim, Bennett, others
   ¾” NPT threaded hole............. $30
8. COMPUTER REEL #’s
   Self stick Blk or Wht #’s......$10
9. HOSE RETRACTOR CLAMP
   Black plastic for ¾” hose...........$10
10. HOSE RETRACTOR CABLE...... $10
11. HOSE KEEPER univ
    Holds hose to side of pump...... $15
12. SPECIAL HARDWARE
    For attaching ID tags, signs, etc.
    #4 rivet head screws w/nuts
    Brass or Stainless..... 8pc/$6
    Sign Fastener Kit
    4 Pack #8 S.S. screws, washers,
    & nuts........... $4
    Nylon Washers for #6 or #8 screws
    8 pack.....$1
    20 pack.....$2

Cylinder gaskets (cork) $12 pr.

Parts on this page can be used on most any electric pump.

Acrylic Cylinders

TOKHEIM • GILBARCO • BENNETT • WAYNE • ERIE • MARTIN & SCHWARTZ • BOWSER
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GAS PUMP GLOBES $95
NEW MANUFACTURE W/ 13 1/2" GLASS FACES & PLASTIC BODY

All Texaco Globes $115.00

Matching decals available for all globes on this page
GLOBES

CONTINUED AND ACCESSORIES

15” Globe Faces $64 each
Texaco Faces $95 each

Faces only 13 1/2” $37.50 each
Globe w/clear or frost faces $75
13 1/2” clear or frost face only $27.50 each
Globe mounting ring univ.
Steel or polished alum $22

Mounting ring for mini globe
Polished Aluminum $15

Lamp Bases Red/Black/White

For Full Size Globes $49
For Mini Globes $39

MINI GLOBES $65

For 13 1/2” & 15” globes
Cast Aluminum Wall Sconce $110

$125
SIGNS

High quality porcelain signs for pumps, Gamerooms or Restaurants. For indoor or outdoor use. Many more available!

12” x 18” $30
12” Die Cut

10” x 12” $28

12” x 7 1/2” $30
12” x 14”

6” x 7” $12

7” x 9” $15

8” $20

12” x 12” Die Cut

$30

12” x 14”

$22

12” x 7 1/2”

$28 12” Die Cut

All 12” Round Signs $22
Others Available..Please Ask
**TOKHEIM 39**

1. ID tag raised edge $15
2. Sight glass for flat face $29
3. Sight glass trim bezel S.S. $12
4. Computer faces white alum $60 pr.
5. Reset crank chrome $30
6. Door glass kit w/rubber for round corners $55 pr.
7. Rubber to install door glass and ad glass #102 $2.25/ft
8. Spinners red/grn plastic on hub $10 ea.
   Spinners only 4 pc. $6
9. Spinner 4 blade plated $12
10. Door hinge drilled $25
11. Top trim S.S. w/studs & seal $35 ea.
12. Hose guards roller bar type char $78 pr.
14. Nozzle outlet cover (See Page 1) $30
15. Nozzle receiver bezel chr $35
17. Scuff plate polished S.S. $10
18. T-Bolts for top trim $1.75 ea.

**TOKHEIM 300**

1. ID tag raised edge $15
2. Sight glass glass $29
3. Sight glass bezel $28
4. Computer faces white alum $60 pr.
5. Reset crank chrome $30
6. Door glass curved $28 ea.
7. Rubber to install door glass and ad glass #102 $2.25/ft
8. Top trim w/studs (stamped “Tokheim”) $38 ea.
9. Nozzle outlet bezel rubber $10
10. Reset lever $30
12. Scuff plate polished S.S. $10
13. Light Switch Grommet $1 ea.
14. T-Bolts for top trim $1.75 ea.

---

**Ad glass page 11**
TOKHEIM 36

1. ID tag.................. $12
2. Sight glass (glass)...... $29
3. Computer faces alum.... $60pr.
4. Reset crank alum....... $30
5. Inspection doors
   polished aluminum....... $35ea.
6. Side steps for faces..... $18pr.
7. Name plate “Tokheim” S.S... $38ea.
8. Spinner chrome......... $15
9. Lower trim 8pc. S.S w/studs... $145
10. Lower door clips........ $15pr.
11. Hose outlet cover...... $35

MARTIN & SCHWARTZ 80 & WAYNE 80
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PUMP PARTS For Specific Models

WAYNE 70

1. ID tag................................................. $12
2. Sight glass (glass).............................. $25
3. Sight glass bezel S.S....................... $28
4. Sight glass nut trim S.S............... $22
5. Glass Must Be Full tag.................... $18
6. Computer faces white alum...... $60pr.
7. Reset crank alum......................... $25
8. Face reflector set. 4 pc.................. $36
9. Nameplate S.S................................. $22
10. Honest Measure button................ $26
11. Ad glass bezel chrome side..... $38ea.
    front/rear............................... $42ea.
12. Window bezel chrome................. $50ea.
13. Access door................................. $30
14. Shut off spoon............................. $20
15. Hose bezel steel...$16 chrome... $42
16. Nozzle bezel S.S......................... $28
17. Door hinge cast....drilled........... $25
18. Door side hinge......................... $15
19. Rubber to install glass #101S... $1.50/ft.

WAYNE 100

1. ID tag................................................. $12
2. Sight glass (glass).............................. $25
3. Computer faces white alum..... $60pr.
4. Reset crank alum......................... $25
5. Ad glass bezel chrome................. $38ea.
6. Shut off spoon............................. $20
7. Hose bezel steel...$16 chrome... $42
8. Nozzle bezel S.S......................... $28
9. Access door................................. $30
10. Door hinge cast....drilled........... $25
11. Window Bezel chrome................. $50
12. Door side hinge......................... $15
13. Rubber to install glass #101S... $1.50/ft.
WAYNE 60

1. ID tag cut or model .................. $12
2. Sight glass (glass) .................... $25
3. Sight glass nut ....................... $30
4. Glass Must Be Full tag ............. $18
5. Spinner assembly .................... $20
6. Sunburst chrome ..................... $25
7. Nameplate (sq.) chrome .......... $26
8. Nameplate (stepped) chrome ... $26
9. Computer faces white or silver $60pr.
10. Reset crank alum .................... $25
11. Globe mount wide body ......... $60
12. Door hinge cast ...................... $25
13. Nozzle bezel S.S ..................... $28
14. Hose bezel steel ...$16 ...chrome $42
15. Honest Measure button .......... $26
16. Inspection door ..................... $22

GILBARCO 1000 SERIES

Gilbarco 1000 Series Meter Glass

Clear ........................................... $ 50ea.
Regular or Premium ..................... $65ea.
#105 Rubber to Install Glass .... 7ft .... $2.25/ft.
#108 Rubber for Door Seal .... 10’3” .... $2.25/ft.
GILBARCO 900 SERIES
1. Sight glass for V trim.............. $25
   for grommet ........ $25
2. Sight glass grommet................ $4
3. “V” bezel cast alum.............. $30
4. Computer faces white alum...... $60pr.
5. Reset crank chrome............... $25
6. Reset crank bezel S.S........... $26
7. Door seal rubber #104 per door $24
8. Rubber to install door glass
   and ad glass #105... $2.25/ft.
9. Ribbed trim strips S.S............ $30
9a. Backing plate for S.S. trim.... $14
10. Pump top ABS plastic.......... $55
11. Light Switch Grommet.......... $1ea.

GILBARCO 96-96c-98
1. Sight glass clear plastic........ $22
2. Sight glass trim S.S............. $15
3. Plastic sight glass insert....... $20
4. Computer faces white alum...... $60pr.
5. Reset crank chrome............... $25
6. Reset crank bezel S.S........... $26
7. Wing nameplate Chr.............. $25
8. Ribbed trim strips S.S........... $30
8a. Backing plate for S.S. trim.... $14
9. Door seal rubber #107 per door $27
11. Hose outlet cover plastic...... $15
12. Light Switch Grommet.......... $1ea.

Ad glass page 11
Top Insert $25.
10T. Pump Top $55.
BENNETT 600-700 SERIES

1. ID tag................................. $12
2. Sight glass (glass).................. $25
3. Sight glass spinner.............. $16
4. Sight glass bezel w/inserts brite $50 ea.
5. Computer faces white alum.... $60 pr.
6. Reset crank chrome............. $30
7. Rubber to install door glass and ad glass #101S... $1.50/ft.
8. Glass Must Be Full tag............ $15 ea.
10. Door hinge pin .................. $22
11. Globe mounting ring w/clamps... $30
12. Hinged access door.............. $40
13. Ad glass divider bar............ $22
14. Door hinge........................ $30 ea.
15. Bennett wing emblem chrome... $25 ea.
17. Door Bumpers 12 pc.$5...16pc. $7
18. Light switch grommet........... $1

BENNETT 900-1000 SERIES

1. ID tag................................ $12
2. Sight glass (glass)............... $25
2a. Sight glass disk Ben. 1000.... $18 ea.
3. Sight glass spinner.............. $16
4. Computer faces (966 only) white alum.... $60 pr.
5. Reset crank chrome.............. $30
6. Door glass curved............... $25
7. Rubber to install door glass and ad glass #103.... $2.25/ft.
8. Globe mounting ring w/clamps $30
9. Top trim 3pc........................ $60
11. Door Bumpers 12pc.............. $5
12. Light switch grommet.......... $1
13. Lower electrics access door.... $15
RUBBER & AD GLASS SIZE & USAGE

GLASS PANELS LIKE ORIGINAL $18 EACH

Ad Glass Sizes

SIZE 1 3 1/4" X 10 1/4" curved with rounded corners .............. Used for Bennett 900 & 1000 Series only
SIZE 2 3 1/4" X 10 1/8" curved with rounded corners .............. Used for Tokheim late Model 39 & Series 300
SIZE 3 4 1/4" X 10 1/4" Flat w/ clipped corners ................... Used for Wayne 70 side glass & Wayne 100
SIZE 4 4 1/4" X 10 3/4" Flat ............................................ Used for all Bennets (except Series 900 & 1000) and Wayne 60
SIZE 5 5" X 9 7/8" Flat ......................................................... Used for Tokheim 36 side glass
SIZE 8 5" X 10 3/4" Flat ................................................. Used for Tokheim Model 39 side glass
SIZE 9 5" X 11 3/4" Flat ......................................................... Used for most Erie pumps
SIZE 10 5" X 12 3/4" Flat ....................................................... Used for most Gilbarco & Tokheim 36 & 39 front & rear glass
SIZE 11 5" X 12 5/8" Flat w/ clipped corners ......................... Used for Wayne 70 front & rear glass
SIZE 12 5" X 12 5/8" Flat ......................................................... Used for most Bowser pumps
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DECALS

Made of heavy, washable vinyl. Perfect for pumps, oil dispensers, & clocks. Peel & stick.

Large 12" - $10  6" - $5  3" - $3  2" - $2  others as specified

See Globe Pages For Matching Decals
Others Available

Water Transfer DECALS $12

8" DECALS $10 ea

OIL BOTTLE DECALS $4.50 ea
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MODEL 97
Wall mtd
98 w/pedestal

INTERNAL PARTS
21. LIGHT KIT internal w/bracket, porcelain socket, wire, and hardware .......... 20.00
22. HOUSING BRACKET UPPER .......... 15.00
LOWER .......... 15.00
23. MAIN VALVE SERVICE KIT .......... 30.00
24. CHECK VALVE SERVICE KIT .......... 30.00
25. DIAPHRAGM .......... 12.00
26. HOSE HOOK LEVER ARM .......... 65.00
27. RETAINER "O" RING ASSY .......... 30.00
28. 22pc. SCREW KIT .......... 10.00

SERVICE MANUAL .......... 10.00
Including: parts breakdown, operation, service bulletins and troubleshooting guide.

COMPLETE PEDESTAL ASSEMBLY
includes base, post tube, utility door, top flange & tie pipe .......... 165.00

LIGHT TOWER KIT
Complete with bolts, castings, light shade & prewired w/socket, must be painted .......... 210.00

"AIR" EMBLEM
CHROME .......... $35
FACE .......... $28
GLASS .......... $6
RUBBER FOR GLASS .......... $6
SCUFF PLATE
CHROME .......... $35

Gilbarco
## RESTORATION PARTS

**F R YVisible Pump**

Model #17 - 5 Gal. & #117 - 10 Gal.

---

### TECHNICAL QUESTIONS

**TECHNICAL QUESTIONS**

(321) 636-0449

---

### PHONE ORDERS ONLY

**PHONE ORDERS ONLY**

(877) PAST GAS

---

### 24 HOUR FAX

(321) 636-1006

---

### Technical Questions (321) 636-0449

1. LOWER DOORS...steel...$80.00ea...fiberglass...$30.00ea
2. PUMP HANDLE (aluminum) must be drilled, 5 or 10 gal...$55.00
3. WOOD HANDLE for pump handle...$10.00
4. REAR ACCESS DOOR...fiberglass...$30.00
5. LOWER GUARANTEED MEASURE DOOR...fiberglass...$30.00
6. 10ft WHITE RUBBER HOSE 1 in. with brass ends...$75.00
7. 10ft BLACK RUBBER HOSE 1 in. with brass ends...$55.00
8. VISIBLE DECAL for front door...black/white/red/gold...$20.00
9. REGULATOR HANDLE...steel...$45.00
10. FRY DECAL...for front of pump...$12.00
11. BRASS UNDERWRITERS TAG...$15.00
12. BRASS FRY TAG...$15.00
13. FRY SIGN...2 sided, powdercoat...$30.00
14. BRACKET FOR FRY SIGN, black powder coat...$14.00
15. NOZZLE WITH HOOK...1in. Brass...w/trigger...$169.00
16. PRICER BOX...17 cent...black powdercoat...$55.00
17. CONDUIT SET...5 or 10 gal, complete w/ couplings...$60.00
18. 5 GALLON ACRYLIC CYLINDER...10"x20"...$125.00
19. 10 GALLON ACRYLIC CYLINDER...13.58"x22"...$330.00
20. BRASS CYLINDER RODS...w/hardware...5gal...$75/10gal...$85.00
21. LIGHT ARMS...$18.00pr...PORC SOCKETS...$7.00ea...
   LIGHT SHADES...$30.00pr...complete 6 pc set...$59.00
22. CYLINDER GASKETS...cork...5 or 10gal...$12.00pr.
23. OUTSIDE GALLON MARKERS...1 - 5...$30...1 - 10...$40.00
24. INSIDE GALLON MARKERS...per stick universal...10gal...$35.00
25. GLOBE HOLDER...alum 5gal/$55...10gal...tapped for lites...$60.00
26. BRASS NOZZLE HOOK...mounts to side of pump...$19.00
27. U-SHAPED FILL TUBE...steel, 5 or 10 gal...$25.00
28. METER TUBE with correct thread, chrome plated steel...$40.00
29. DIVERTER CAP FOR FILL TUBE...$40.00
30. BANANA NOZZLE WITH HOOK...1" brass...$95.00
31. CYLINDER RINGS...5gal...$18.00ea...10gal...$20.00 ea.
32. CONDUIT CROSS, installs inside globe holder, includes riser & light socket...$35.00
33. REGULATOR FINGERS...$8.50ea.
34. BONNET...fiberglass...5 gal...$60.00...10gal...$75.00
35. BRASS BOLT KIT...$59.00

---
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Where It All Began . . .

In 1905, Bowser salesman Jake D. Gumpper got the idea of labeling the Bowser outside pump cabinet a “Filling Station.” He had all the Bowser units thus labeled and the name stuck. Note that the cabinet is vented at the top. It could also be locked at night.